A simple API integration to move your organization

Connect Uber’s technology with your existing software through our API. Automatically arrange real-time and scheduled rides for those you care for.

**Access to scale**
Tap into Uber’s global network of more than 3 million drivers to provide reliable rides everywhere your business moves.*

**Real-time rides**
Bring the power of Uber’s platform—10,000 rides per minute—directly into your organization’s software for a seamless interface.

**Freedom to innovate**
Control every aspect of the end-to-end flow to create unique experiences that are tailored to your specific business needs.

**HIPAA-secure environment**
Trust in APIs that were designed for healthcare from the ground up, with a foundation built on HIPAA requirements, to safeguard ePHI when coordinating rides.

*The Uber Health API suite is available in any market where Uber Health is available.
Ways to use our APIs

Flexible ride scheduling
Use the integration to request on-demand rides within minutes, schedule rides in advance, or give riders the flexibility to confirm and request when they’re ready to ride.

Transparent, efficient pricing
Only cover the cost of the ride—without additional hidden fees or expensive overhead pricing. Get an estimate before you request and a report of the exact amount afterward.

HIPAA-trained innovators
Partner with Uber Health’s dedicated engineers, who are continuously building solutions designed to support your HIPAA compliance programs, making upgrades simple for your business.

Improving access through interoperability
Enable those who depend on your service for patient management to schedule a ride with Uber directly through the electronic health record (EHR), seamlessly connecting the tools and data.

Partnering to unlock more scale for more choice
Connect with top non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) brokers to bring Uber’s vast scale to existing networks for an unmatched level of access to millions.

Creating customized, accessible experiences
Find innovative ways to make more modes of transportation more accessible and affordable across healthcare, such as wheelchair-accessible vehicles or a door-to-door option.

You’ve got drive. We’ve got rides. Learn more at uberhealth.com